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Abstract
KIVA is a widely used (;ode for combustion simulation in engines. We discuss its short-
comings in approximating real gas turbine combustors and what might be done to improve
its performance. It is assumed that the combustion and CFD phenomena are modeled with
complete accuracy and that the solution of discretized versions of these models is also accurate.
Thus the focus is on the geometry, grid systems and structural components. \Ve condllde that
KIVA is unlikely to produce reasonably accurate simulations (e.g., ± 25-50%) with reasonable
computational effort.
1 Introduction
KIVA [IJ is a simulation code for internal combustion engines (primarily diesel) that is in world-
wide use. Its structure allows it to be adapted to simulate gas turbine combustion. KIVA uses
simple numerical and geometric modeling techniques for rather complex physical models of the
fluid flows and combustion processes. The focus of this report is on limitations in accuracy and
computational efficiency imposed by the simple numerical and geometric modeling. We first present
a brief summary of the numerical and geometric modeling techniques in KIVA. In Section 3 we
describe realistic combustors and then present in Section 4 a simplified model of them that can be
analY7.ed by 2-dimensional methods. Even though this simplified model is much easier to simulate,
we see by the analysis of Section 5 that serious limitations arise in using KIVA. Section 6 discusses
how interface relaxation could reduce the limitations due to the grid structure used in KIVA.
Interface relaxation probably call be used with modest effort (compared to rc-implementing KIVA)
and it could provide improved efficiency plus some natural parallelism.
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Figure 1. Example 2-dimcnsional, piecewise linear and uniform size grid on a domain. Within a
domain the grid is fitted to a piecewise linear boundary and joins up as a tensor product.
2 KIVA Properties
KIVA models the flow and combustion by a set of partial differential equations (PDEs) that includes
most (all?) of the important physical phenomena in a combustor. These PDEs are discretized
using what we call a composite, piecewise uniform and lin cur block g1id. This nonstandard term is
illustrated in Figure 1 and the 2-climcnsional case where the domain consists of blocks that join np
along interfaces. A block can be a single grid wide wide which allows fitting a curved boundary
by a broken line approximation. The grids on these interfaces match continllously. KIVA allows
several domains to be joined together while maintaining grid continuity but allowing the number
of grid lines to change. Figure 2 shows a simple example of three domains joined this way. These
two figures illustrate how the grid lines join up continuously and how this affects the spacing of the
grids.
KIVA allows the usual boundary conditions for CFD flows. For example, inlet and outlets of the
combustor would have the velocity vector, pressure, temperature and mass of the flow specified.
Other conditions related to combustion (e.g., fuel How) can also be specified. Along structural
boundaries one also can specify the usual flow conditions.
The PDEs modeling the flow and combustion are discreti7.ed by a volume method that resembles
both finite elements and finite differences on grids such as those shown in Figures 1 and 2. The
resulting linear (or nonlinear) equations are then solved by an explicit t.ime marching procedure.
In this study we assume that the PDEs arc correct and that the discretized equations are solved
properly. Within KIVA it is common to distinguish three types of domains:
• Two phase flow: fuel exists in both liquid and vapor form.
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• Combustion: fuel is completely vaporized and combustion takes place.
• Non-combustion: fuel vapor is not present.
This distinction is not important for the st.udy in this report and t.he transition bet.ween types can













Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3
Figure 2. Example of three domains joined in KIVA with continuous gl'idlines allows for corners
in the boundary.
3 Gas Turbine Combustors
Figure 3 shows a schematic of two comIIlon types of turbine combustors. A turbine engine has
approximate cylindrical symmetry with a central shaft area surrounded by gas Row. The gas flow
can have several combustor "calls" as shown in Figure 3(a) or be a continuous region with several
fuel injectors as in Figmc 3(b). Figure 4 shows a schematic of t.he general form of a combustor and
Figure 5 shows a rough sketch of the aetual geometry of a can. The principal features to not.e are
(i) the air flow takes several pat.hs which are designed to keep the t.urbine walls cool enough while
supplying just the right amount of oxygen at. the right places to burn the fuel efficiently. In the
primary zone the flow is deliberat.ely made to swirl in the area of the fuel injection and spray. In
t.he secondary zone more air is introduced t.o dilute t.he mixture and to complete the combustion.
Figme 5 shows a cross section of a typical can; note that t.he geometry is more complex and cmved
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than the schematic of Figure 4. Note also that there is an internal structural wall surrounding the
inner combustion area. The use of KIVA is often restricted to this inner area.
,.) (b)
Figure 3. Schematics of the two common types of gas turbine combusLOI'S: (a) An annular
combustor with a continuous region of combustion fed by several fuel injecLol's. (b) A set of
combustion "cans" ringing the central shaft of the tmbinc.
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Figure 4. Schematics of the general forms of a gas t.urbine combustor showing the two combustion
zones, the exterior flow of air, and the various paths of air entering and within the combustion
zone.
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4 An Idealized, Simplified Combustor
It is apparen~ that one will have rcal difficulty in accurately approximating the flow in a combustor
like that of Figure 5 with the geometry mechanisms of Figures 1 and 2. To discuss the nature of
this difficulty, we introduce a simplified and idealized combustor, one that has cylindrical symmer.l'Y
and less complicated geometry. This allows us to discllss the problem in 2D instead of 3D. The 2D
cross-section of the idealized combustor is shown in Fignre G.
The flow in the combustor is modeled by domains (sec Figure 2) which are composed of t.rape-
zoidal blocks (see Figure 1). Figure 7 shows three ways to decompose the shape of Figure G in~o
domains. The boundaries of domains arc shown by heavy dotted lines. The boundaries of the do-
mains can also separate the three types of flow allowed in KIVA: (i) 2-phasc How with combustion,











Figure 5. Cross section schematic of a gas turbine can with realistic (but rough) accmacy in I,hc
geometry of the cau.
5 Geometry, Numerical, Code, and Modeling Problems
There arc three potential types of difficulty in modeling the combustor shown in Figure 6 using
KIVA as illustrated in Figmc 7.
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• Geometry. The flow boundaries must be linear so there are sharp corners at various points
on the boundary. If only a few linear pieces are used then these corners introduce arWicial
disruptions into the flow. If the number of linear pieces is increased so that the combustor
shape is well approximated and the flow is smooth, then a very fine KIVA gr1d must be used.
At places where the combustor structural surface has real corners, one mllst use two or more
KNA domains in order to "break" the grid structure.
• Numerical. The grid structure is very tightly coupled in KIVA. The number of grid lines
is constant in each direction within a domain even thongh the spacing can change. The
number of grid lines between domains can change only in relation to the size of change in
the boundary. This interdependence causes the finer grids needed at points of critical or
complex flow (e.g., at the connections into the inner chamber, near the spray and flame
fronts, where the now meets structural obstacles) to propagate throughout the combustor.
The exact nature of this propagation depends on the geometry but it is close to requiring
a uniform grid in the entire combustor. The net result is that the entire combustor uses
the finest grid (approximately) that is required at any part of the combustor. This, in tUI'll,
increases the time and memory used to compute t.he numerical solution. The examples in
Figure 7 suggest that the proportion of "fine grid" is approximately doubled (from 1/3 to
2/3s) by the constraints on the grid structure. This, in turn, approximately doubles the;::
number of grid lines required in each dimension which increa.<;es the number of volumes (and
the computation) by a factor of at least 8. Using a continuollsly graded grid would probably
reduce the computational effort by another factor of 2-4.
• Code. This discussion 1s only speculation pending a deeper look into the KNA code. Even the
simplified geometry requires that Lhe domains in KIVA are connected in fairly complicat.ed
ways and that there be a substan~ial number (say 15 to 20) of them. KIVA might have been
written with a simpler geometric model in mind and not allow so many domains or slIch
complexity of 1nterconnedion. For example, if only 8 or 10 domains are used, there will be
domains that contact three different structure boundaries and interface with three difi'el'cnl,
flows. And this is only a 20 analysis; in 30 the number of domains, blocks and boundary/now
interfaces all increase.
• Modelin,q. This discussions is only speculation pending a closer look into the KIVA code.
n appears that KIVA maintains physicall'eality (approximately) by satisfying the POEs at
every grid point (in every volume defined by the grid). Thus when t.wo blocks or domains
meet, the POE is discrctized on a grid that can be non-orthogonal. Such discretizations are,
of course, easy (even if tedious) to derive and use. However, the accuracy of the discretization
degrades from 2nd order to 1st order if this is done in a straightforward way. To maintain 2nd
order accuracy requires much more complex discretization. If the nOll-orthogonality is small




It appears that KIVA is designed to execute with predetermined boundary conditions, e.g., t.he
inlet conditions are set by the preprocessor and then "insert.ed" into the main code. This does no!.
imply these conditions arc constant as they could be functions of timc. Howevcr, it does imply t.hat
it will be awkward, if not infea.<;ible, to connect KIVA to another code whic.h is modeling the flow
on the other side of the inlet boundary. Similarly, it may be difficult to run !.wo separatc KIVA
models which interface with each other. At such an interface, the PDE is not satisfied so extra
conditions must be enforced t.o maintain physical accuracy. The interface relaxation met.hod, for
example, can do this but. if the preprocessor must. be run each time the interfacc condit.ions change,
this would probably be an unbearable overhead.
Most combustors have structural components "inside" the flow. These strongly affect the flow
field it.self so they cannot be neglected if high (evcn moderate) accuracy is desired. One should
also considcr if their physics should be modeled some. Two possible qucstions are: (i) Do their
shapes change due to the high pressures and temperatures during operating? (ii) What are the
temperature gradients across the structures and how much effect does the heat translcred have on
combustor performance?
6 A Potential Remedy
In this section we discuss a remedy that might be feasible, i.e., t.hat might cxploit featurcs already
in KIVA or that might be accomplished with modest effort (compared to re-implement.ing KIVA).
The principal problem that might be remedied is changing grid sizes. Interface relaxation can be
llsed to connect two PDE solvers which usc unrelated grids. We already have the tools for making
this connection and must use them t.o conllect KIVA to ot.her solvers, e.g., ALE3D. So, once KIVA
is put int.o this framcwork, one can change grid sizes between domains and thereby adjust this size
somewhat to make the computation more efficient .
~
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Figure 6. Cross section of an idealized, simplified gas turbine combustor which has rotational
symmetry. The structural components (shaded) and fuel injection line (cross hatched) are shown
thicker than reality so a.<; to bc secn easily. The lower half is the mirror image of the top half and







Figure 7. Three ways to insert KIVA domains into the shape of Figure G. The domain boundaries
are indicated by thin lines. Those domains with "fine" grids arc labeled with F, the subscripts 3:,y
or x, y indicate finess in the horizontal, vertical or both directions.
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